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ABSTRACT Providing connectivity to aircraft such as flying taxis is a significant challenge for tomorrow’s
aviation communication systems. One major problem is to provide ground to air (G2A) connectivity,
especially in the airport, rural and sub-rural areas where the number of radio ground stations is not adequate
to support the data link resulting in frequent interruption. Hence, effective handover decision-making is
necessary to provide uninterrupted services to aircraft while moving from one domain to another. However,
the existing handover decision is not efficient enough to solve the aircraft connectivity in such airspace.
To overcome this problem, a prediction based optimal solution to handover decision making (handover
prediction) would be appropriate to provide seamless dual connectivity to aircraft. In this paper, the handover
prediction problem is formulated as a constrained optimization problem in the framework of the model for
predictive control (MPC). The cost function and the constraints are derived in terms of dual connectivity
variables over the prediction horizon. This problem is solved using a two-dimensional genetic algorithm
(2D-GA) to obtain the predictive optimal handover solution. Simulation results show that the proposed dual
connectivity handover can significantly improve the handover success probability. Finally, our results show
that network densification and predictive control model have improved aircraft performance.

INDEX TERMS Handover, dual connectivity, model predictive control, two-dimensional genetic algorithm
(2D-GA).

I. INTRODUCTION
Air transport connectivity design is a key factor to measure
the efficiency in competitive aerospace industries. Nowadays,
different types of unmanned aircraft are used for applica-
tions like aerial surveillance, package delivery, and flying
taxis [1]. During the past couple of years, providing real-time
data link to access network resources anytime and anywhere
has become a big challenge for the aircraft industry. This
challenge becomes more difficult for a critical mission like
disaster recovery operations, where real-time data needs to be
transmitted continuously. The feasibility of long-term evolu-
tion (LTE) based aircraft communication is studied through
a set of measurements in the field trial to estimate the sig-
nal to noise ratio (SNR) for the downlink while assuming
free space propagation conditions and ignoring the effect of
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non-line-of-sight (NLoS) links [2], [3]. Therefore, there is a
high demand for seamless radio communications link need to
be deployed quickly to enable the flow of data services using
air-to-air (A2A) and air-to-ground (A2G) links. With the
rapid development of data communications, the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) predicts that the launch of
the fifth-generation (5G) networks in the near future will play
a significant role in the airspace domain and pave ways for
novel applications. Using this technology, the aircraft com-
munication systems will reach a speed of 100 GB/s with a
data rate capacity of almost 1000 timeswider than the existing
system. In the case of an aircraft under 5G, domain [4],
will have less dynamic network segments of the handover
architecture that can help to provide seamless connectivity
with the core network. It can be mentioned that the handover
procedure refers to transferring a connected user’s session
from a base station to another base station without causing
interruption to the session. The system must provide mobility
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to the users reliably without dropping any of their calls /
losing their data. The key challenges that technology needs to
address are the high coverage and uninterrupted connectivity
during the handover process to ensure continuous control and
tracking of autonomous or piloted aircraft [5]. It will enhance
the provision of data exchange services and real-time stream-
ing between the aircraft and ground station. The require-
ment of backhauling for seamless dual connectivity, however,
remains an inherent challenge to the clarity of aircraft in a
5G network [6]. In the case of 5G, the handover problem can
happen when the radio data link gets damaged and the aircraft
wants to transmit the measurement reports while the uplink
connectivity is degraded. Therefore the aircraft will not be
able to send the reports to the ground network station. The
other way around, in some cases, the ground station attempt to
respond with a handover command that may never reach the
aircraft either because the transmission power of downlink
connectivity is not enough or the handover command is too
large, which required multiple transmissions.

In the handover decision process, the ground base station
continuously monitors each aircraft vehicle’s signal strength
and reports to the mobility management entity (MME), mak-
ing the handover decision. In addition to measuring the
RSSI (Radio Signal StrengthMeasurement) of the sessions in
progress within the cell, a spare receiver in each base station
called a locator receiver is used to scan and determine the
aircraft vehicle’s signal strength which are in neighbouring
cells. The Locator receiver is controlled by the MME, usually
used to monitor an aircraft’s signal strength in neighbouring
cells, which appear to need handover and records all RSSI
values to the MME. SNR is the preferred signal parameter
measured and monitored and crucial to handover decision-
making in such mobility models. If the handover decision at
each time interval is possible to predict in advance depending
on the signal strength, then it is easier for the ground station to
maintain continuous data link connectivity to ensure seamless
handover during continuous transmission of control com-
mand and data exchange. There are very few relevant works
exploring the aircraft connectivity and handover decision [7]
in aerospace networking [4], [8], [9], but none of them pre-
sented an optimum solution to predict handover. To meet the
new aviation capacity requirements for the rapid growth of
aircraft data traffic and operations, this paper presents a new
mechanism that predicts the optimal aircraft dual handover
decision a priori by solving an optimization problem derived
in Model Predictive Control (MPC) framework [10]–[12].
MPC is awell-established predictive control theory, including
convergence and optimality guarantees for both linear and
nonlinear problems under relevant assumptions [13], [14].

Although the concept of dual connectivity for mobile
handover has been addressed in 3GPP standard, there are
still many challenges regarding aircraft/flying tax to achieve
seamless motility handover. Particularly when considering a
new technology integration with 5G backhaul and satellite
networks. This integration is considered in 3GPP release 17,
which is not completed yet. Hence, this work is presented

with new techniques to overcome the problem of mobil-
ity prediction based optimal solution for handover decision
making.

The contribution in this paper is given as follows.
• The novelty of this paper is to model the handover pre-
diction for dual connectivity in MPC framework, which
can handle the challenges imposed on the infrastructure
of ground access networks. The idea is very new and
helpful in understanding the optimal handover of aircraft
for long-range operation.

• The future handover decisions of aircraft are predicted
in advance such that the handover overhead over the
prediction horizon is minimized considering the com-
munication constraints. The solution helps to avoid
unnecessary handover for the aircraft. It satisfies the
constraints on datalink capacity of LOS and satellite
communication.

• The use of bio-inspired algorithm like genetic algorithm
is new in this context.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The handover
mechanism is presented in Section II. In Section III, pre-
liminaries, and the mathematical model of the optimization
problem for handover prediction for dual connectivity are
presented. The two-dimensional genetic algorithm, i.e., the
solution method is presented in Section IV. Simulation results
and analysis are given in Section V. Finally, conclusions are
drawn.

II. HANDOVER MECHANISM
Handover procedures enable themaintenance of ongoing data
link connectivity while an aircraft moves across different base
stations networks. When the Aircraft moves between differ-
ent cells while a conversation is in progress, it automatically
transfers the session to a new channel. Handover operation
involves identifying a new base station and requires that the
data and control signals be allocated to channels with the new
base station. Handover must be performed successfully, for
this system designer must specify an optimum signal level to
initiate a handover. Once a signal level is identified as the
minimum usable signal for acceptable voice quality at the
base station receiver, a slightly stronger signal level is used
as a threshold at which a handover is made.

There are two types of handover, hard and soft. In hard
handover, the user disconnects from the source cell before
connecting to the target cell. In soft handover, the user con-
nects to the target cell before disconnecting from the source
cell. In LTE, only hard handover is supported. The two types
of handover are compared in Table 1. In the radio com-
munication system, the terms handover or handoff refer to
transferring an ongoing call or data session from one channel
connected to another channel’s core network. In satellite
communications, it is the process of transferring satellite con-
trol responsibility from one earth station to another without
loss or interruption of service. Fig. 1 depicts the handover
scenarios of a flying taxi vehicle involving both radio and
satellite communication based on geographical locations.
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FIGURE 1. Dual connectivity scenario for modern aircraft.

TABLE 1. Comparison between hard and soft handover.

Urban areas have a higher volume of cell-phone towers as
they are required to satisfy the cell phone users. The cell
base station users may be supported on the LTE and/or 5G
network ground stations. These same base station towers
can be used to support the aircraft, which will make use
of a communications link to communicate with the towers,
as shown in Fig. 1.

As the aircraft moves towards the rural area, the signal
parameter level falls below the threshold, so the aircraft
connectivity will be shifted to a satellite. The source ground
base station keeps sending the measurement control signal,
which serves the purpose of monitoring the signal to noise

ratio (SNR) value, and in turn, the aircraft vehicle sends the
measurement reports. The ground base station then, based on
the SNR value makes the handover decision. If a handover is
needed, then the source ground base station sends a handover
request to the target satellite located at a 500 km orbit, from
where it sends back an acknowledgement signal. The aircraft
vehicle then detaches from the old cell and synchronizes with
the satellite and delivers the packets to the target satellite.
Finally, a path request signal is sent from the target satellite
to the data management entity which returns an acknowl-
edgement signal, and the aircraft connectivity switches to
the target satellite. This handover process can be affected
by some parameter’s surroundings, including signal strength
and bandwidth insufficiency, flow stream characteristics, and
dynamic change in the network topology. In aeronautical
communication, this simultaneous association with both LOS
and satellite is mechanized by Dual connectivity (DC), which
helps the aircraft be connected with the base station via
satellites for the beyond-line-of-sight (BLOS) coverage.

The satellite data link can support BVLOS to operate the
aircraft or drones for commercial purposes; this has been
identified as having the potential for significant economic,
societal and environmental benefits. While LOS data link ser-
vices are used as backhaul for drone and low attitude aircraft
networks, to enhance safety and efficiency for commercial
BVLOS operation, it is considered that using satellite data
link will bring benefits to fully automated low altitude aircraft
system to accelerate the widespread commercial deployment
of a flying taxi. Such operations will need to be accom-
modated in the current national and international controlled
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airspace and in uncontrolled airspace currently rarely used for
aircraft operations. Hence, the satellite data link services can
bring significant capacity and reduced latency for backhaul
services to remote communities.

III. HANDOVER PREDICTION FOR DUAL CONNECTIVITY
USING MPC: MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION
In this section, the predictive system model for the handover
for dual connectivity is obtained in the MPC framework,
which leads to a binary quadratic optimization problem.
Therefore, before going to subsectionD,mathematical details
of A) handover for dual connectivity, B) quadratic optimiza-
tion, and C) MPC are presented as preliminaries.

A. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR DUAL CONNECTIVITY
The mathematical details of handover analysis for dual con-
nectivity is presented here. The traffic queue backlog of ith

aircraft is given in Eq. 3 of [9]. The expression is given as
follows.

Qi(t + 1) =
[
Qi(t)− xi(t)RL,i(t)− yi(t)RS,i(t)

]+
+ Ai(t)

(1)

where [p]+ = max{p, 0}, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Total number
of aircraft supported in the airspace is M . The transmission
rate of LOS datalink RL,i(t) and satellite datalink RS,i(t) are
estimated for each aircraft.

The handover overhead for each aircraft i is expressed by
Eq. 5 of [9]. This parameter is the measure of robustness of
the controller’s decision. The expression is given by

HOi(t) =

{
|xi(t)− xi(t − 1)| + |yi(t)− yi(t − 1)|, t ≥ 1
xi(0)+ yi(0), t = 0

where xi(0)+ yi(0) is the initial configuration overhead when
t = 0. It can be mentioned that there are three different values
of HOi(t) when t ≥ 1. HOi(t) = 0 signifies the link (sin-
gle or dual connection) for each aircraft remains unchanged.
Conversion from one link to another gives the valueHOi(t) =
1. The mutual conversion between the datalinks is denoted by
HOi(t) = 2. LOS datalink and satellite datalink can support
up to NL and NS aircraft respectively. The optimization prob-
lem presented in [9] is as follows

min lim
t→∞

sup
1
t

t−1∑
τ=0

E[C(τ )] (2)

s.t. xi(t)+ yi(t) ≥ 1 (3)
M∑
i=1

xi(t) ≤ NL (4)

M∑
i=1

yi(t) ≤ NS (5)

lim
t→∞

sup
1
t

t−1∑
τ=0

E[C(τ )] <∞ (6)

B. QUADRATIC OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Quadratic optimization problem requires a system dynam-
ics, a cost function to be optimized, and the constraints on
state and control variables. The generalized discrete system
dynamics is written as follows.

X (k + 1) = AX (k)+ BU (k)+ d(k), k = 1, 2, . . . ,N (7)

where X ∈ <n is state, U ∈ <m is control, and d(k) ∈ <n is
disturbance. The systemmatrix isA ∈ <n×n, and input matrix
is B ∈ <n×m. The objective function is given by

J = lim
N→∞

1
N
E

[
N−1∑
k=1

L(X (k),U (k))

]
(8)

The cost function is given by

L(X (k),U (k)) =
[
X (k)
U (k)

]T [Q S
ST R

] [
X (k)
U (k)

]
(9)

where Q = QT ∈ <n×n, S ∈ <n×m, R = RT ∈ <m×m.[
Q S
ST R

]
≥ 0

The state and control constraints are written as follows

FXX (k)+ FUU (k) ≤ h, k = 1, 2, . . . ,N (10)

FX ∈ <q×n, FU ∈ <q×m. For the case where the state and
control constraints are separable i.e., S = 0,

FXX (k) ≤ hX FUU (k) ≤ hU

In addition the individual state and control variables have
limits like

Xmin ≤ X ≤ Xmax, Umin ≤ U ≤ Umax

C. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
In Model Predictive Control, one optimization problem is
solved at each time instant. The prediction horizon is N time
instants. The problem is formulated as follows.

min LN (X (k + N ))+
N−1∑
k̃=1

L(X (k + k̃),U (k + k̃)) (11)

subject to

FNX (k + N ) ≤ h(N )

FXX (k̃)+ FUU (k̃) ≤ h

X (k̃ + 1) = AX (k̃)+ BU (k̃)+ d̃

k̃ = 1, . . . ,N − 1

The optimization variables are X (k+1),X (k+2), . . . ,X (k+
N ) andU (k),U (k+1), . . . ,U (k+N−1). It can bementioned
that the future value of d i.e., d(k̃) is assumed to be equal to
the past average value d̃ . LN (X (k + N )) : <n → < is the
terminal cost function given by

LN (X (k + N )) = X (k + N )TQNX (k + N ) (12)
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QN ≥ 0, and FNX (k + N ) ≤ h(N ) is the terminal state
constraint. The optimization problem is a QP whose solution
at time instant k is the optimal values of the the variables
U∗(k),U∗(k + 1), . . . ,U∗(k + N − 1),X∗(k + 1),X∗(k +
2), . . . ,X∗(k+N ). The optimal control valueU∗(k) is applied
at k to obtain state value at k + 1, i.e., X (k + 1). These state
values are used to calculate the control at k + 1 since the
control is a function of state feedback.

The optimization variables can be presented in a compact
form

Z = [U (k) X (k + 1) . . . U (k + N − 1) X (k + N )] (13)

Therefore the optimization problem can be represented as
follows

min ZTHZ

subject to

PZ ≤ h̃, CZ = b

where

H =



R 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 Q S . . . 0 0 0
0 ST R . . . 0 0 0
...
...
...
. . .

...
...
...

0 0 0 . . . Q S 0
0 0 0 . . . ST R 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 QN



P =


FU 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 FX FU . . . 0 0 0
...

...
...
. . .

...
...

...

0 0 0 . . . FX FU 0
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 LN



C =



−B I 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 −A −B I . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
...

...
...
. . .

...
...

...

0 0 0 0 . . . I 0 0
0 0 0 0 . . . −A −B I



h̃ =


h− FXX (k)

h
...

h
h(N )



b =


AX (k)+ d̃

d̃
...

d̃
d̃



D. DUAL CONNECTIVITY HANDOVER PREDICTION:
MPC FRAMEWORK
In this section the handover prediction of Dual connectivity
problem is formulated in Model Predictive Control frame-
work. In this paper, we have considered the handover prob-
lem which is discussed in [9]. The mathematical details are
presented in the following section.

1) PREDICTIVE HANDOVER FOR DUAL CONNECTIVITY:
MATHEMATICAL DETAILS
The necessary mathematics for handover prediction problem
is derived inMPC framework. Themain objective is to extend
the handover optimization problem given in Eqs. 2-6 over pre-
diction horizon and finally construct an NLP. The derivation
starts with Eq. 3 which is written as follows.[

1 1
] [xi(t)
yi(t)

]
≥ 1 (14)

Eq. 14 can be written for ith aircraft, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Similar
expressions for all the aircraft can be obtained. They are
written collectively in Eq. 15.


1 1 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 1 1 . . . 0 0
...
...
...
...
. . .

...
...

0 0 0 0 . . . 1 1





x1(t)
y1(t)
x2(t)
y2(t)
...

xM (t)
yM (t)


≥


1
1
...

1

 (15)

Eq. 15 is written as

DtU (t) ≥ IM (16)

where

Dt =


1 1 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 1 1 . . . 0 0
...
...
...
...
. . .

...
...

0 0 0 0 . . . 1 1

 U (t) =



x1(t)
y1(t)
x2(t)
y2(t)
...

xM (t)
yM (t)



IM =


1
1
...

1


Dt ∈ <M×2M , U (t) ∈ <2M×1, and IM ∈ <M×1. U (t) is the
control vector at time instant t . The queue backlog or state of
ith aircraft at t + 1, i.e., Qi(t + 1) is obtained by the queue
backlog or state equation in Eq. 1. The states at t + 1 for M
aircraft are written in a vector form as

Q(t + 1) =


Q1(t + 1)
Q2(t + 1)

...

QM (t + 1)

 ∈ <M×1 (17)
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It can be mentioned that the control U (t) is unknown. There-
fore Q(t + 1) is also unknown. The unknown control vec-
tors at each time instants of the prediction horizon N are
U (t),U (t + 1),U (t + 2), . . . ,U (t + N − 1). Similarly,
the queue backlog or states of M aircraft at time instants of
the prediction horizonN areQ(t+1),Q(t+2), . . . ,Q(t+M ).
Therefore, all the unknown state and control variables at time
t, t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + N are written in a vector form as

Z = [U (t) Q(t + 1) U (t + 1) Q(t + 2) . . .

U (t + N − 1)Q(t + N )] (18)

It has been assumed that the initial conditions of the states
and other parameters at t for M aircraft, i.e., Q(t) =
[Q1(t) Q2(t) . . . QM (t)]T , are known. The inequality con-
straints on control in Eq. 3 for all time instants of the predic-
tion horizon t, t + 1, . . . , t +N − 1 along with Eq. 16 and 18
can be written as


Dt 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 Dt+1 . . . 0 0
...
...

...
. . . 0 0

0 0 0 . . . Dt+N−1 0





U (t)
Q(t + 1)
U (t + 1)
Q(t + 2)

...

Q(t + N )


≥


IM
IM
...

IM

 (19)

Eq. 19 can be written as

D Z ≥ I (20)

D ∈ <M (N−1)×3MN , Z ∈ <3MN , and I ∈ <M (N−1)×1. Next,
the control constraints in Eq. 4 and 5 need to be written in
terms of the unknown variable vector Z . First, the Eq. 4 is
considered. Eq. 4 is written as

[
1 1 . . . 1

]

x1(t)
x2(t)
...

xM (t)

 (21)

It can be observed that Eq. 21 consists of control variable
x for all aircraft. But control vector U (t) consists of control
variables x and y. Therefore Eq. 21 is modified to represent
it in terms of U (t) as follows

[
1 0 1 0 . . . 1 0

]


x1(t)
y1(t)
x2(t)
y2(t)
...

xM (t)
yM (t)


≤ NL (22)

Eq. 22 is written as

C t
x U (t) ≤ NL (23)

where

C t
x =

[
1 0 1 0 . . . 1 0

]
∈ <

1×2M

Eq. 23 must be written in terms of vector of unknown variable
Z . The equation is shown as follows

Cx Z ≤ NLx (24)

where
C t
x 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 C t+1

x 0 . . . 0 0
...
...

...
...
. . .

...
...

0 0 0 0 . . . C t+N+1
x 0

 ∈ <(N−1)×3MN
and

0 ∈ <1×M

NLx =
[
NL NL . . . NL

]T
∈ <

(N−1)×1

Similar expression can be obtained for the control variable y

[
0 1 0 1 . . . 0 1

]


x1(t)
y1(t)
x2(t)
y2(t)
...

xM (t)
yM (t)


≤ NS (25)

Eq. 25 is written as

C t
y U (t) ≤ NS (26)

where

C t
y =

[
0 1 0 1 . . . 0 1

]
∈ <

1×2M

Also, in terms of unknown vector Z

Cy Z ≤ NSy (27)

where
C t
y 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 C t+1

y 0 . . . 0 0
...
...

...
...
. . .

...
...

0 0 0 0 . . . C t+N+1
y 0

 ∈ <(N−1)×3MN
and

NSy =
[
NS NS . . . NS

]T
∈ <

(N−1)×1

Eq. 24 and 27 are written together as follows

C Z ≤ N (28)

where

C =
[
Cx
Cy

]
N =

[
NLz
NLy

]
Next, the equality constraints are considered. The equality
constraints are the queue backlog equation given in Eq. 1.
This equation is written as

Qi(t + 1) =
[
Qi(t)− xi(t)RL,i(t)− yi(t)RS,i(t)

]+
+ Ai(t)

(29)
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where [p]+ = max{p, 0}. It can be mentioned that the effect
of control variables xi and yi are visible in state equation

Qi(t + 1) =
[
Qi(t)− xi(t)RL,i(t)− yi(t)RS,i(t)

]
+ Ai(t)

(30)

Therefore the dynamics in Eq. 30 is selected as propagation
model to compute the unknown control and state variables Z .
The parameters RL,i(t), RS,i(t), and Ai(t) are known at time
instant t , but they are unknown for future time instants up
to prediction horizon i.e., t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + N . In that
case, the dynamics is propagated considering average values
of these variables. The average values may be obtained using
the past values at . . . , t − 1, t of these variables. ri1 , ri2 , and
ã are assumed the average values of RL,i(t),RS,i(t), and Ai(t)
respectively. Therefore Eq. 30 for ith aircraft is written as

Qi(t + 1) =
[
Qi(t)− ri1xi(t)− ri2yi(t)

]
+ ã (31)

This equation is further simplified as

Qi(t + 1) = AQi(t)+ Bi

[
xi(t)
yi(t)

]
+ ã (32)

where A = 1 is the scalar system matrix. The input matrix is
given by

Bi =
[
−ri1 0
0 −ri2

]
Eq. 32 is rearranged to obtain

−Bi

[
xi(t)
yi(t)

]
+ Qi(t + 1) = AQi(t)+ ã (33)

Eq. 33 is written for aircraft i = 1, 2, . . . ,M as follows

−BtU (t)+ 1MQ(t + 1) = AtQ(t)+ a (34)

where

Bt = −


B1 0 . . . 0
0 B2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .

...

0 0 . . . BM



1M =


1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .

...

0 0 0 . . . 1



Q(t + 1) =


Q1(t + 1)
Q2(t + 1)

...

QM (t + 1)



At =


A 0 . . . 0
0 A . . . 0
...
...
. . .

...

0 0 . . . A


Q(t) =

[
Q1(t) Q2(t) . . . QM (t)

]T
a =

[
ã ã . . . ã

]T

Eq. 34 is written for t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + N as follows

P Z = R (35)

where

P =


−Bt 1M 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 −At+1 −Bt+1 1M . . . 0 0 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

...

0 0 0 0 . . . −As −Bs 1M


s = t + N − 1

and

R =
[
AtQ(t)+ a a a . . . a

]T
The cost function needs to be written in terms of Z . For this,
we need to start with the handover expression given by

HOi(t) = |xi(t)− xi(t − 1)| + |yi(t)− yi(t − 1)| (36)

Similar expression is written for t + 1

HOi(t + 1) = |xi(t + 1)− xi(t)| + |yi(t + 1)− yi(t)| (37)

The first part of RHS of Eq. 37 is |xi(t+1)− xi(t)| which can
be written for i = 1 as follows

|x1(t + 1)− x1(t)| =

∣∣∣∣[etx1 et+1x1

] [ U (t)
U (t + 1)

]∣∣∣∣ (38)

where

etx1 =
[
−1 0 . . . 0

]
∈ <

1×2M

et+1x1 =
[
1 0 . . . 0

]
∈ <

1×2M

Therefore, the handover overhead for i = 1 is written as

HO1(t + 1) =

∣∣∣∣[etx1 et+1x1

] [ U (t)
U (t + 1)

]∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣[ety1 et+1y1

] [ U (t)
U (t + 1)

]∣∣∣∣ (39)

Eq. 39 is written in terms of Z

HO1(t + 1) =
∣∣∣E t+1x1 Z

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣E t+1y1 Z
∣∣∣ (40)

where

E t+1x1 =
[
etx1 0 et+1x1 0 . . . 0

]
E t+1y1 =

[
ety1 0 et+1y1 . . . 0

]
For i = 2, the expression of HO is given by

HO2(t + 1) =

∣∣∣∣[etx2 et+1x2

] [ U (t)
U (t + 1)

]∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣[ety2 et+1y2

] [ U (t)
U (t + 1)

]∣∣∣∣ (41)

where

etx2 =
[
0 0 −1 0 . . . 0

]
et+1x2 =

[
0 0 1 0 . . . 0

]
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Therefore

HO2(t + 1) =
∣∣∣E t+1x2 Z

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣E t+1y2 Z
∣∣∣ (42)

where

E t+1x2 =
[
etx2 0 et+1x2 0 . . . 0

]
E t+1y2 =

[
ety2 0 et+1y2 . . . 0

]
Similarly, the HO for ith aircraft is given by

HOi(t + 1) =
∣∣∣E t+1xi Z

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣E t+1yi Z
∣∣∣ (43)

The HOi for any time instant is given by

HOi(τ ) =
∣∣Eτxi Z ∣∣+ ∣∣∣Eτyi Z ∣∣∣ , τ = t + 1, . . . , t + N (44)

It can be observed that each term of RHS of Eq. 44 gives
positive value (since they are absolute).Minimization of these
terms are equivalent to minimization of their quadratic form.
Therefore the cost function can be written as

Ji(τ ) = ZTEτxi
TEτxiZ + Z

TEτyi
TEτyiZ (45)

Eq. 45 is simplified as follows

Ji(τ ) = ZTEτi Z (46)

where

Eτi = Eτxi
TEτxi + E

τ
yi
TEτyi

Finally the cost function is written as

J =
M∑
i=1

t+N−1∑
τ=t+1

ZTEτi Z (47)

The optimization problem of Handover in dual connectivity
is obtained by combining Eq. 20, 28, 35, and 47

min J =
M∑
i=1

t+N−1∑
τ=t+1

ZTEτi Z (48)[
C
−D

]
Z ≤

[
N
I

]
(49)

P Z = R (50)

IV. SOLUTION METHOD
The optimization problem given in Eqs. (48-50) is solved
using two-dimensional genetic algorithm (2D-GA). A brief
discussion about 2D-GA is given in the following section.

A. TWO-DIMENSIONAL GENETIC ALGORITHM (2D-GA)
Two dimensional GA has been used to solve various prob-
lems. It is used in packing problem [15] which aims to obtain
high packing density. 2D GA is used for flight scheduling
problem in [16] where the problem of scheduling of aircraft is
solved using 2DGA. The time table or schedule is considered
as a 2D chromosome. Also, it is used to obtain optimal
communication topology for consensus in [17], [18].

FIGURE 2. Control X over prediction horizon.

FIGURE 3. Control Y over prediction horizon.

1) TWO-DIMENSIONAL CHROMOSOME REPRESENTATION
The control variables of ith aircraft are given by xi and yi. For
prediction horizon of length N , the control variables of ith

aircraft are written as xij, yij, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . ,N . The control
variables for all the agents over prediction horizon are given
by X = [xij], Y = [yij]; ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,M; j = 1, 2, . . . ,N .
Therefore, X ,Y ∈ <M×N . They are shown in Figs. 2 and 3
respectively. The 2D chromosome is constructed by combin-
ingX and Y and therefore the dimension of each chromosome
is 2M × N . An example of chromosome is shown in Fig. 4.
The elements of the chromosome matrix is denoted by uij and
given in Eq. 51.

uij =
[
xij
yij

]
(51)

2) POPULATION GENERATION
According to the problem, control variables xij and yij can
have binary values. NP is the population size. The population
U is generated by Algorithm 1.
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FIGURE 4. 2D chromosome U .

Algorithm 1 Initial Population Generation
for l = 1 to NP do
for i = 1 to M do
for j = 1 to N do
rx ← random value rx ∈ (0, 1)
if rx > 0.5 then
x(j)← 1

else
x(j)← 0

end if
ry← random value ry ∈ (0, 1)
if yr > 0.5 then
y(j)← 1

else
y(j)← 0

end if
end for
u(2i− 1, :)← x
u(2i, :)← y

end for
U (:, :, l)← u

end for

In the algorithm, the genes of the chromosomes are created
in a random manner. The genes at position (i, j) of the chro-
mosome is selected depending on a random variable rx , ry ∈
(0, 1). NP chromosomes are collected together to obtain the
population U .

3) CROSSOVER
There are a few crossover methods exist in the literature.
Some of these methods are Multipoint Crossover [19], Uni-
form Crossover [20], One-Point Crossover [21], Substring
Crossover [21].More crossovermethods can be found in [22].

Crossover method mentioned in [16], is adopted in this
work. These methods are presented in algorithmic form. The

FIGURE 5. Parent Chromosomes.

2D parent chromosomes are denoted by ‘Parent 1’, and ‘Par-
ent 2’. They are shown in Fig. 5. The produced children are
denoted by ‘Child 1’ and ‘Child 2’.

Algorithm 2 Substring Crossover
r1← random integer < R
r2← random integer < Q
x ← random number x ∈ (0, 1)
if x > 0.5 then
Execute Horizontal_Crossover(r1, r2)

else
Execute Vertical_Crossover(r1, r2)

end if

The crossover point is selected in a random manner. Two
random integers (r1 and r2) are generated, which are less than
the maximum number of rows (R) and columns (Q) (R and Q
are considered for general representation) of the chromosome
as given in Algorithm 2. An example of parent chromosomes
is shown in Fig. 5. The genes of Parent 1 is represented by
a11 to a55. Similarly, the genes of Parent 2 are represented by
b11 to b55. The crossover point is the gene at position (r1, r2)
of parent chromosome matrices. The algorithm is explained
with the help of an example. In this example, the dimension
of parent chromosome matrices is 5 × 5, i.e., R = 5, and
Q = 5. The crossover position is obtained as r1 = 4, r2 = 3.
Therefore the points of crossover for Parent 1 and Parent
2 are a43, and b43, respectively. Next, the type of crossover
needs to be selected. For this purpose, a random variable x
is considered, which can take any value between 0 and 1.
As described in the algorithm, if the value of x is greater
than 0.5, the horizontal crossover is selected. Otherwise, for
x < 0.5, the vertical crossover is chosen. The horizontal
crossover function Horizontal_Crossover() is described as
follows. The rows or part of rows are exchanged between the
parents.

The pictorial representation of Algorithm 3 is given
in Fig. 6. According to the algorithm, the selected genes of
Parent 1, i.e., a43 to a55 (shown in the red box) are replaced
by selected genes of Parent 2, i.e., b43 to b55 (shown in the
blue box) to obtain Child 1. Similarly, a43 to a55 of Parent 1
is copied in place of b43 to b55 of Parent 2 to obtain Child
2. In this algorithm, a43 and a45 of Parent 1 are denoted by
Block1P1. The genes a51 to a55 are denoted as Block2P1.
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FIGURE 6. Horizontal Crossover: The selected elements of Parent 1 and
Parent 2 are shown in green and blue colour respectively.

FIGURE 7. Horizontal Crossover: The selected elements of Parent 1 and
Parent 2 are exchanged to obtain Child 1 and 2.

Similar elements of the Parent 2 are denoted as Block1P2 and
Block2P2. The Child 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 7.

Algorithm 3 Function Horizontal_Crossover
Block1P1← Parent1(r1, r2 : Q)
Block2P1← Parent1(r1 + 1 : R, 1 : Q)
Block1P2← Parent2(r1, r2 : Q)
Block2P2← Parent2(r1 + 1 : R, 1 : Q)
Block1P1 
 Block1P2 and Block2P1 
 Block2P2

The Vertical Crossover algorithm is given in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Function Vertical_Crossover
Block1P1← Parent1(r1 : R, r2)
Block2P1← Parent1(1 : R, r2 + 1 : Q)
Block1P2← Parent2(r1 : R, r2)
Block2P2← Parent2(1 : R, r2 + 1 : Q)
Block1P1 
 Block1P2 and Block2P1 
 Block2P2

Vertical crossover is shown in Fig. 8. In this case, selected
genes of Parent 1, i.e., a43 to a55 (shown in the red box)
and Parent 2, i.e., b43 to b55 (shown in the blue box) are
exchanged to obtain Child 1 and 2. In the algorithm, a43 to
a53 of Parent 1 are denoted by Block1P1. The genes a14 to
b55 are denoted as Block2P1. Similar elements of the Parent
2 are denoted as Block1P2 and Block2P2. The Child 1 and
2 are shown in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 8. Vertical Crossover: The selected columns and part of columns
of Parent 1 and Parent 2 are exchanged.

FIGURE 9. Vertical Crossover: The selected columns and part of columns
of Parent 1 and Parent 2 are exchanged to obtain Child 1 and 2.

FIGURE 10. Horizontal Swapping: The selected rows are shown in red and
blue box. They are swapped.

4) MUTATION
The Mutation is an important operation to preserve the
genetic diversity of a population of chromosomes in every
generation. The Mutation is performed by exchanging
one or more genes of the chromosomes. Generally, a certain
percentage of the population is allowed to undergo mutation.
The Mutation may change the solution considerably from the
previous solution. Hence GA can come to a better solution
by using mutation. Few mutation operations are shown in the
following algorithms. The process for this mutation is given
in Algorithm 5.

The selection of the mutation type is purely random.
It depends on a random variable x ∈ (0, 1). If the
value of x is greater than 0.5, then Horizontal Swap
function, i.e., Horizontal_Swap() is executed. Otherwise,
Vertical_Swap() is executed.
Horizontal_Swap() function is given in Algorithm 6.

It swaps mth1 and mth2 rows of a chromosome. The pictorial
representation of the operation is given in Fig. 10. Let us
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Algorithm 5 String Swapping Mutation
x ← random number x ∈ (0, 1)
if x > 0.5 then
Execute Horizontal_Swap()

else
Execute Vertical_Swap()

end if

Algorithm 6 Horizontal_Swap()
m1← random integer < R
m2← random integer < R
if m1 6= m2 then
Swap mth1 and mth2 rows of Ck

end if

FIGURE 11. Vertical Swapping: The selected columns are shown in red
and blue box. They are swapped.

FIGURE 12. Cost produced by 2D-GA.

consider, m1 = 1, and m2 = 3. Therefore, the first and third
rows are swapped, as shown in the figure.
Vertical_Swap() function is given in Algorithm 7. It swaps

mth1 and mth2 columns of a chromosome. The pictorial repre-
sentation of the operation is shown in Fig. 11. Let us consider,
m1 = 2, and m2 = 4. Therefore, the second and fourth
columns are swapped, as shown in Fig. 11.

Algorithm 7 Verical_Swap()
m1← random integer < Q
m2← random integer < Q
if m1 6= m2 then
Swap mth1 and mth2 columns of Ck

end if

FIGURE 13. The constraints in Eq. 11 is satisfied.

FIGURE 14. The constraints in Eq. 12 is satisfied.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section simulation results are presented. The simula-
tion scenario consists of 12 aircraft and the prediction horizon
is considered as 20. The values of NL and NS are selected s 8
and 7 respectively.

The cost J generated by 2D-GA is shown in Fig. 12.
The algorithm is allowed to evolve upto fifty generations
and it converged in twenty five generations. The solution
satisfies the constraints in Eqs. (10-12). The constraints on
x (Eq. 11) over the prediction horizon is shown in Fig. 13.
It can be observed that the number of aircraft which need
to be connected to LOS is less than or equal to NL at every
time instant.The constraints on y (Eq. 12) over the prediction
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FIGURE 15. Control variable x of all aircraft.

FIGURE 16. Control variable y of all aircraft.

horizon is shown in Fig. 14. It can be observed that the
number of aircraft which need to be connected to satellite is
less than or equal to Ns. The solutions for control variables xi
and yi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 12) associated to all the 12 aircraft are
shown in Figs. 15 and 16 respectively. The control variables
of each aircraft are shown separately. The x and y variables
are shown in blue and green colours respectively. The values

of the constraints in Eq. 10 are shown in Fig. 17. It can be
noticed that the solutions of x and y satisfy the constraint
given in Eq. 10, i.e., xi(t) + yi(t) ≥ 1, for each aircraft at
each time instant (k = 1, 2, . . . ,N ) over the prediction hori-
zon. Therefore, over the prediction horizon, i.e., for the next
20 time instants, we have an optimal solution for handover of
dual connectivity.
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FIGURE 17. Constraint in Eq. 10 is satisfied.

VI. CONCLUSION
The MPC based predictive handover of dual connectivity
is a useful mechanism to understand the possible handover
between LOS and satellite connection in advance. The for-
mulation resulted in an NLP which can be solved by various
available methods. The individual control variables being
binary, the use of 2D-GA as a solution method found to be
appropriate. The results show that the constraints for each
aircraft at each time instant over the prediction horizon are
satisfied. The concept may be extremely helpful in case of
optimal path planning of UAVs.
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